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and cross-platform.1. Technical Field The present
invention relates generally to a three-dimensional (3D)
graphic processing apparatus and a 3D graphic
processing method thereof, and more particularly to a
3D graphic processing apparatus and a 3D graphic
processing method capable of processing input data by a



multi-level data structure and enhancing 3D graphic
processing speed. 2. Related Art A 3D graphic
processing technique may be classified into a type using
a raster image processor (RIP) and a type using a vector
graphic processor (VGP). The type using a RIP divides
drawing information into units of drawing groups
(drawing primitives). The type using a VGP represents
drawing information as geometrical geometrical
information without using a RIP. FIG. 1 is a diagram
illustrating a method of drawing 2D graphic objects on a
display screen by using the type of a RIP. As shown in
FIG. 1, the type of a RIP represents drawing information
as a bit map through a r
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